Contagion has mostly been interpreted and tested as a break from a stable linear correlation of financial markets caused by an extraordinary shock. This paper argues that quantile regression can provide a tool to investigate alterations in other features of financial returns' distribution caused by extraordinary shocks, thus providing additional understanding of the mechanism of financial shock propagation and its instability. Applying the technique to stock market returns, we find evidence that jumps in uncertainty have powerful contagious effects of a form different from an increase in markets' correlation. These effects would not be detectable in standard contagion tests that search for increases in market correlation.
Introduction
The speed, intensity and pervasiveness of the financial turbulence caused by the 1990s crises led researchers to wonder whether the linkages between financial markets in different countries grew stronger during these turbulent times or had already been this strong beforehand. Forbes and Rigobon (2001) argue that the answer is important because it would shed light on three key aspects of financial and international economics: the effectiveness of international portfolio diversification in reducing risk, the effectiveness of microprudential bank regulation and the empirical relevance of contagion models based on shifts in investor behavior.
While, theoretically, financial markets' integration should reduce consumption volatility via vaster opportunities for risk diversification, the evidence reveals the opposite. Countries undergoing capital account liberalization tend to experience an increase in consumption volatility (Prasad et al. 2003 , Kose et al. 2009 ), over and above increases in output volatility (Kose et al. 2003a ). If correlation among asset prices increases during turbulent times the benefits from risk diversification could indeed be small or even nil, explaining this apparent conundrum. The issue also has important policy implications: increased interdependence during crises would justify a stronger coordinated intervention of international financial institutions in such periods.
For these reasons, the instability of the correlation structure between financial markets/assets, often defined "shift contagion", has been studied in depth and a vast array of techniques to detect it has been proposed. A common feature of all leading tests is the definition of contagion as a departure from a stable linear correlation caused by an extraordinary event. In essence, these studies investigate whether the mean return of one market conditional on the return in other markets behaves differently during crises than in tranquil times.
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While it is clearly important to identify how contagion affects the conditional mean, external shocks can influence other relevant features of the conditional distribution, for example its 5 th quantile (i.e. the worst 5% of the domestic returns conditional distribution). This is the focus of this paper. With the aid of a simple asset price determination model, we develop a framework that complements standard contagion tests by investigating external shocks' effects across the spectrum of the domestic market returns' distribution. We argue that this analysis can shed light on a key aspect of global financial markets' interdependence: whether a weak state of the domestic economy magnifies domestic vulnerability to foreign shocks.
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The natural way to perform this analysis is via quantile regression. As Roger Koenker and Kevin Hallock explain in their introduction to the technique: "The recognition that covariates can exert a significant effect on the dispersion of the response variable as well as its location is the first step towards a general acceptance of the expanded flexibility of covariate effects in quantile regression" (Koenker and Hallock 2001) . While quantile regression has already been applied to financial contagion (see Baur and Schulze 2005) , it was not used to investigate the interaction between domestic macro variables and external shocks in contagion events. To our knowledge no such application has been pursued before.
To minimize the problem of weak instrumentation characterizing contagion studies, we apply the technique to monthly stock returns. While this loses the high frequency dynamics of equity markets, it allows us to exploit the substantial correlation shown by stock markets with own lags and other lagged variables. We show how this choice allows us to find strong instruments and identify endogenous variables without having to find external instruments or pursue innovative identification techniques as in previous contagion tests.
The structure of this paper is as follows: after this introduction, section 2 briefly describes the most common contagion tests in the literature. Section 3 details the quantile regression based test and its relationship with the literature. Section 4 applies the test to a panel of stock market returns, explains how endogeneity is dealt with and discusses the results. Section 5 concludes.
Contagion as break in the conditional mean
All leading contagion tests can be described starting from a simple two-factor model of asset market returns. Assume there are two assets whose returns in time t are given by
can be specific assets, sectoral or national indexes. For concreteness, we assume they are national stock market indices. Their returns are assumed to be determined by the following model:
The model is presented here in a two-asset fashion, but its generalization to N assets is straightforward. Both returns are assumed to have zero means. 4 where t w represents the common factor affecting all markets with loadings  . This can be thought of as changes in investor risk aversion or changes in world endowment. w is assumed to be a latent stochastic process with zero mean and unit variance.
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
 and  represent the idiosyncratic factor unique to market 1 and 2, also assumed to be latent stochastic processes with zero mean and unit variance. If
Cov
, correlation among stock returns in country 1 and 2 can arise from two sources only: the common factor and the direct effect of country 1's stock market on country 2 (and vice-versa). This second source of correlation, called "market interdependence" is represented by coefficients  . Equation (1) gives an intuitive model of asset returns determined by a common factor, an idiosyncratic factor and the effect of the foreign shocks. This framework has become standard in the contagion literature. Indeed, one can show that all leading contagion tests are equivalent to tests of  's stability in such a framework (see Dungey et al. 2004 ).
The first studies tackling this issue tested the hypothesis that the betas increase during turbulent times by analyzing whether the linear correlation among markets did so. This stream of literature (often called correlation studies) developed from the seminal contribution of King and Wadhwani (1990) , trying to overcome the heteroskedasticity and endogeneity issues that render the estimation of the betas a complicated affair (see Calvo and Reinhardt (1996) , Bordo and Mushid (2000) and Bajg and Goldfajn (1999) , Forbes and Rigobon (1999) , Rigobon (2003) ).
Unfortunately, as noticed by Corsetti et al. (2005) , hardly justifiable assumptions on the form of shocks imposed by a crisis to the system (i.e. on the changes in the variance-covariance matrix of   and  brought by a crisis) are needed to overcome such econometric issues. Cominetta (2011) shows that these assumptions effectively rule out shifts in investor behavior as a driver of financial contagion. This is at odds with crisis-contingent theoretical contagion models as well as with several empirical studies providing evidence of risk appetite shifts or flight-to-quality phenomena (see Eichengreen and Mody (1998) , Kamin and Von Kleist (1999), Ahluwalia (2000) , Kumar and Persaud (2001) , Basu (2002) among others).
To avoid imposing these assumptions, researchers developed a second family of tests (extreme-event-based tests) under a two-step procedure. First, extreme events are identified as outliers in the errors of a vector autoregression of asset returns. Then each outlier is assigned a dummy and is introduced in a simultaneous system such as (1) to see if extreme events have explanatory power over and above the standard interdependence mechanism. Longin and Solnik 5 (2001) , Favero and Giavazzi (2002) , Bae et al. (2003) , Pesaran and Pick (2003) , Boyer at el (2006) , Boyson et al (2010) are all variations of such an approach. In practice all these tests investigate the presence of a slope-dummy identifying the increased shift caused by an exceptional foreign shock on the domestic market conditional mean.
Beyond the conditional mean: a Quantile Regression-based test
In this brief literature review we showed that contagion has been investigated as an exceptional shift in the mean of the domestic returns conditional on foreign returns   Quantile regression can also be the starting point for studying the effects of external shocks on higher moments of the returns conditional distribution. These moments describe key features of the asset prices' determination system. For example, if the error variance conditional on common factors ) ( w Var  decreases in w, then a jump in a powerful common factor such as risk aversion will render the idiosyncratic factor less relevant in explaining 1 x 's volatility. The above finding would thus suggest that the domestic market becomes less idiosyncratic and more predictable when risk aversion jumps. Such a break in the propagation mechanism, as well as the increased interdependence described above, cannot be detected looking at markets' conditional means alone, so they cannot be detected by standard contagion tests. By investigating financial assets' co-movements beyond their conditional means, we can thus have a more complete understanding of the shock propagation mechanism and its eventual instability.
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Empirical evidence
The estimated model
To operationalize the framework described in the previous section we estimate an N>2 country equivalent of (1), expanded with lagged dependent variables, three common shock proxies and country dummies to control for time-invariant country effects: 
The squared VIX term is introduced as it has proven extremely significant in all preliminary estimations performed to identify the correct model specification. Squared terms and interactions of other covariates have, in contrast, not proven consistently significant. 8 t IP is the percentage change of the world industrial production index in month t. This variable is intended as a proxy for global growth expectations that affect financial markets simultaneously. It can be thought of as the proxy for the expected average return of global equity markets.
A world business cycle as documented by Kose et al. (2003b) would affect the risk-return profile of more markets simultaneously, thereby biasing the interdependence coefficients upwards. The same is true for investors' risk perception/aversion shifts. IP and V are thus included in the estimated model in order to avoid this possibility. Industrial production and changes in risk premia have indeed long been identified as key drivers of equity markets (see, for example, Chen et al. (1986) ). Furthermore, their inclusion in the quantile regression analysis makes it possible to investigate their effect on the conditional distribution of y.
The model is completed with the second and third lag of the dependent variable. These are included in order to identify relevant autoregressive dynamics. 5 The country dummies included ensure no autocorrelation is built into the error by the time-invariant country effects, and they also allow us to take full advantage of the panel nature of the dataset. The estimated model is equivalent to a fixed-effects estimator.
The model is estimated at the median and two extreme quantiles, the 5 th and the 95 th . 6 The contagion tests examine the null hypothesis of stability in the interdependence and risk aversion coefficients: To perform the test it is necessary to estimate a system of 3 equations (one per quantile) and obtain the systemic variance-covariance matrix. Following the method suggested by Koenker and Bassett (1982) , this procedure is implemented estimating all the equations in the system simultaneously and then obtaining the inter-quantile variance-covariance matrix of the estimators by bootstrapping. The estimated system is thus described by:
5 Preliminary estimations identified the second and third lagged dependent variable as strongly significant and errors of a model including them have shown no signs of autocorrelation. We thus include those two lagged dependent variables. 1 95 0
95
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Endogeneity and instrumentation
If stock returns are interdependent (i.e. if the true  's are positive), C is endogenous and simple QR regressions will then give biased and inconsistent estimators. Similar issues of endogeneity may affect the lagged dependent variables and the VIX, insofar as idiosyncratic country shocks can alter global risk aversion/perception and thus affect the level of V. Amemiya (1982) proposed a class of two-stage estimators for QR models with endogenous variables and called it "two-stage least absolute deviation" estimators (2SLAD). This is the equivalent of a two-stage least squares procedure where the second stage is a quantile regression. Powell (1986) derived the large-sample properties of such estimators, which have since become well established in the literature. The underlying idea is simple enough. The regressors suspected to be endogenous are regressed on the whole set of exogenous variables. The fitted values of these first-stage regressions are then introduced in the second-stage (quantile) regression. The variance-covariance matrix of the coefficients is then obtained via bootstrapping. There is a long literature on bootstrap methods for quantile regression estimators, so that a bootstrap with a valid resampling scheme is a well-established way of obtaining a consistent estimator for the variance of the estimator (see Buchinsky (1995) and Koenker (2005) and references therein). The valid resampling scheme is implemented by bootstrapping both stages of the procedure. In other words, each bootstrap replication generates a subset of observations on which the first-and second-stage equations are estimated. The estimate for the coefficient is the one estimated on the full sample, while the variance-covariance matrix of coefficients is obtained by calculating the variance of each second-stage coefficient around the coefficient estimated on the full sample. We estimate (4) with this procedure, instrumenting C, V, 
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The key issue in estimating this model is the choice of instruments. The problem of weak instrumentation has long accompanied contagion studies. Since financial markets tend to show little (if any) autocorrelation at high frequencies, own lags of endogenous variables were found to be weak instruments. For this reason, previous contagion tests required the use of external instruments or the search for innovative identification techniques. In contrast, we focus on monthly data, where we find substantial autocorrelation. 7 We thus exploit this autocorrelation and use own lags as instruments. On the downside, this implies that we are investigating contagion at a frequency that may miss some of the faster dynamics driving stock markets.
We dedicate this section to showing how our instruments comfortably pass all standard tests for weak instrumentation and orthogonality. This underpins our identification strategy, which makes it possible to overcome the endogeneity issue and identify the parameters of interest. A look at the instruments' coefficients in the first stage regressions already shows the very strong significance of most instruments, own lags included ( We also test for underidentification performing the robust Kleinbergen-Paap test (table A. 2).
The null of non-full-rank of the reduced form coefficients' matrix is rejected with a P-value of 0.0002. Finally, the Anderson-Rubin weak-instrument-robust test of significance of instrumented variables in the second-stage regression rejects the null of non-significance with P-value of 0.
This strong result is consistent with the significance we detect in all instrumented variables' coefficients in the second-stage regressions, a result hardly obtainable with weak instruments.
Notice also that using different lags as instruments is shown not to affect the significance of coefficients in the second stage (see Sensitivity analysis section below). Thus, all common tests for weak instrumentation provide a consistent answer: instruments appear very strongly correlated with the instrumented variables.
The instruments appear to be valid as well, passing exogeneity tests comfortably (table A. 3).
To show this, we start testing whether the error of the second-stage regression presents signs of autocorrelation. Absence of autocorrelation is indeed a pre-requisite for own lags to be exogenous instruments. We run a 2SLS model and subject its error to the Cumby-Huizinga test Altogether, the vast array of standard tests provides strong evidence of the validity and relevance of our chosen instruments.
Other econometric issues
While the QR analysis finds its main justification in the investigation of the effects of external shocks on features of stock markets' conditional distribution other than the mean, the QR test also leaves the variance-covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic factors and its change during crisis unrestricted. This makes it a more robust test than those in correlation studies and, in particular, one that is robust to shifts in investor behavior. Since these have been widely recognized as an important source of contagion during major crises, this seems a relevant advantage.
The QR setting also avoids filtering the data to identify extreme events, therefore extracting more information than extreme-event-based tests from the data. The consequences of filtering on the power of extreme-event-based tests are shown to be serious by Dungey et al. (2004) with a Monte Carlo experiment. They show that, in general, both correlation studies and extreme-event tests exhibit very low power. Favero and Giavazzi (2002) also show how full information estimation techniques devise more powerful tests. Avoiding filtering should thus make the QR a more powerful test of instability in the shock propagation mechanism.
We now proceed to detail the data used in the estimation before moving on to present and 
Results
Preliminary estimations
As a starting point we look briefly at the results from a 2SLS estimation of the model. This will give us the average relationship between domestic stock market fluctuations and external shocks, the benchmark against which to compare the relationship at different quantiles. The results are presented in table 2 (country dummies are excluded for brevity). A first look finds all key coefficients correctly signed, sizeable and significant.
Looking more in detail, the interdependence coefficient (C in the table) is found correctly signed and extremely significant. The average elasticity of domestic stock markets to foreign shocks is estimated at 0.76. Thus, a 1% increase in all foreign markets in the sample causes a 0.76% increase in the domestic stock index value, on average and ceteris paribus. October 2008, the month after the Lehman Brothers collapse, are within the -/+23.7 range. Thus, the estimated model suggests that in all cases but that one increases in the VIX index had a negative effect on the stock markets. Nonetheless, the negative effect becomes smaller as the size of the VIX shock increases. We will discuss this counter-intuitive result more in depth in the next section, for now suffice it to say that we suspect that official intervention explains it. As long as the VIX jump does not represent a threat to global financial stability, markets are left free to react and increases in risk aversion/perception identified by VIX jumps exert their full negative force. When the shock hitting the markets is of a magnitude endangering global financial stability (and the VIX jump is accordingly extraordinary) central banks and governments intervene with market-supporting measures. As a consequence the negative effect of the VIX is dimmed, and even totally offset for shocks (and official reaction) of a magnitude of the Lehman collapse episode.
The QR test
We now proceed to investigate whether or not the coefficients of the mean regression just presented average out very different coefficients associated with extreme quantiles. Figure 1 provides a complete mapping of key covariates' coefficients across quantiles, giving an immediate feel for the coefficients' stability (country dummies are not presented for brevity). Table 3 below provides the results for the full 3-equations model estimation.
Focusing on the interdependence coefficients C (top left panel) we can see that they show some instability: the coefficients at the bottom of the distribution tend to be bigger than at the median, and lie outside the mean estimate's confidence interval (the dotted lines). We thus find some evidence that markets' interdependence seems to be higher when the domestic market is underperforming for idiosyncratic reasons. Top tail coefficients zigzag instead around the mean estimate (dashed line) and never break out of its confidence interval. A clear pattern is not discernible here. The intuitions the graphs provide are formally confirmed by the regression results (Table 3): betas are estimated to increase in bottom quantiles but the difference between the extreme coefficient C5 and the median one (C50) is not statistically significant, and this notwithstanding coefficients themselves being significant at all quantiles. The QR test therefore finds only some weak evidence of unstable market linear interdependence. Stock markets' linear correlation appears to be mildly affected by the idiosyncratic factor's realizations; it seems similarly strong at the median as at the extremes of the conditional distribution. Thus, while standard contagion tests find that extraordinary external shocks trigger a break in the shock propagation mechanism, the QR test cannot find solid evidence that extraordinary domestic/idiosyncratic shocks do. The picture is very different when looking at the risk aversion/perception coefficients, which are found to be extremely unstable across quantiles. A look at Figure 10 These are, respectively: V5 -V50, V95 -V50, Vsq5 -Vsq50 and Vsq95 -Vsq50. 11 We do not plot the median because VIX coefficients are non-significant in the median equation 12 The y-intercepts are, respectively, the top performer's intercept at the 95 th quantile and the worst performer's intercept at the 5 th quantile. Note that intercepts used in this graph are illustrative: because of the presence of country dummies we cannot know the average country intercept at a given quantile. To compute this we would need the country intercepts at given quantile (which we have) and the relative weight of each country in the quantile (i.e. the proximity of each observation to the quantile regression line, which we do not have). Averaging out opposite VIX effects at the tails of the distribution, it is unsurprising that the median coefficient is found to be non-significant. Focusing on the median (and mean) is scarcely informative. Here is where the QR analysis shows its usefulness, suggesting that external shocks can affect the response variable's conditional distribution in ways that would be lost in a mean regression. Notice that the simulations discussed in this section are all based on ceteris paribus assumptions, while all covariates tend to turn sharply negative in global meltdowns such as those identified by huge VIX jumps. The model is therefore not forecasting an unaffected stock market performance in presence of VIX shocks such as the ones just described.
Our interpretation of the findings suggests that, as global instability increases (VIX rises), the importance of the common factor relative to the idiosyncratic increases. This is analogous to Diebold and Yilmaz (2009) , who find that market returns' volatility becomes more correlated across countries during crises. In other words, they find that less of the market volatility is explained by idiosyncratic volatility during crises. This is consistent with our interpretation of our results, in particular noticing that their sample ends in 2007, thus containing only shocks associated with VIX jumps in the "reshuffling cards" range. 14 An alternative interpretation of our results is that it is the divergence between different times rather than different countries that diminishes with VIX increases below 12.5. Under this interpretation, the results would suggest that the cross-country divergence of stock markets is unaffected by VIX while it is the range within which the common factor moves all countries' stock markets that becomes tighter as VIX increases (by less than 12.5). Since we estimate the model on a pooled sample, it is not possible to distinguish extreme country performances from extreme times. It is, however, hard to imagine an unobserved common factor that is associated with VIX movements and that moves all markets up or all down simultaneously in different times. Furthermore, if such a common factor were behind our results, then the same results should appear in a country-by-country estimation of the model. This is instead not the case:
different VIX effects at extreme quantiles, extremely strong in the panel estimation, vanish in the country-by-country ones. 15 That said, distinguishing between extreme country performances and extreme times is important to support our interpretation of the results and it is therefore a relevant extension to this work.
Sensitivity analysis
Looking at the stock market returns' distribution (both unconditional and conditional on the regressors) one finds that emerging markets (EMs) are far more represented at the extreme quantiles, while financial centers (FCs) are more represented at the median. V and their interquantile differences that are remarkably similar to the baseline estimation: their sign and relative size is stable across all specifications and their significance remains high in all but one specification (6 th lags). Considering that we are using lags up to 8 months old, the phenomenon identified appears extremely strong.
The disaggregation of the sample into EMs and FCs shows that country composition is not the driving force behind the results. The "reshuffling cards" and "flight-to-quality" phenomena do not appear to be exclusive to EMs. On the contrary, and somewhat surprisingly, these appear even more strongly in the FCs-only sample.
Consistent with the conjecture suggested by Figure 
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Concluding remarks
Contagion has mostly been interpreted and tested as a break from a stable linear correlation among financial markets returns caused by an extraordinary shock. This paper argues that quantile regression can provide a tool to investigate alterations in other features of financial returns' distribution caused by extraordinary shocks, thus providing additional understanding of the mechanism of financial shock propagation and its instability.
Applying a quantile regression approach to stock market returns, we find that jumps in risk aversion tend to drive financial markets closer together, narrowing the gap between best and worst performers and best and worst times. We suggest an interpretation according to which investors' understanding of macro-financial idiosyncrasies driving markets apart becomes disturbed by increasing uncertainty, leading to less differentiation. Extraordinary jumps, such as 23 those associated with shocks endangering global financial stability, trigger, however, the opposite effect: the divergence between best and worst performers (and times) widens hugely.
We suggest interpreting this as a flight-to-quality phenomenon. Macro-financial idiosyncrasies are overrun by tail-risks materializing. In such a situation all but the markets considered safest suffer badly.
We thus find evidence that jumps in uncertainty have powerful contagious effects of a form different from an increase in markets' correlation. These effects would not be detectable in standard contagion tests that search for increases in market correlation.
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Appendix 1: First stage diagnostics 
